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Abstract

Since the Industrial Revolution, a new era has arisen as the Anthropocene, in which human actions have become the main driver of global ecological crises outside 
the stable environmental state of the Holocene. During the Holocene, environmental change occurred naturally and Earth’s regulatory capacity maintained the conditions 
that enabled human development. By contrast, oil-dependent industrial society has exerted ecological crises. Agrobased society, in which almost all demands of human 
can be supported by agriculture, might be the ultimate solution industrial society facing ecological crises, in which there is a paradigm shift from the general and unlimited 
economic growth pursued by virtue of oil dependence to agrobased growth. The substitution of agrobased society for industrial society is an evolutionary result of 
Negation, it is a negation of materialized industrial society. The core feature of agriculture is to use organisms as production objects and rely on life processes to achieve 
production goals. The substitution of agrobased society for industrial society is the precondition for a sustainable carbon cycle, breaking through resource shortage, 
alleviating the environmental pressure of economic development. Meanwhile, it is feasible for the substitution of an agro-based society for an industrial society associated 
with the development of bio technologies and environmental awareness. 
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Introduction 

Over the past four decades, huge amount of attention has 
been paid to the Nature, this is refl ected by contentious treaty 
negotiations on climate change and biodiversity due to the 
worries over planetary ecological crises, such as overloaded 
carbon sinks and climate changes, vanishing species, degraded 
ecosystems, and insuffi cient natural resources [1]. Witnessed 
the reemergence of a broader socio-ecological movement, 
in 2008 academics and activists gathered in Paris declared 
“a paradigm shift from the general and unlimited pursuit of 
economic growth to a concept of “right-sizing” the global and 
[2]. As an ecological equivalent of Roosevelt’s response to the 
Great Depression of the 1930s, the fi nancial crisis in 2008 had 
facilitated critically thinking of global politics about the growth 
ethic itself. Formalized in 2008, the idea of degrowth aims to 
keep economic growth within ecological limits [3]. The 2008’s 
Green New Deal, proposed by The New Economics Foundation, 
suggested that the creation of economic prosperity was not 

senselessly decoupled from environmental issues [4,5]. 
Meanwhile, production with only minor environmental impact 
seems technically and economically feasible in most cases 
[6]; under the umbrella of ecological modernization, techno-
optimists have further proposed a transition to renewable 
resources as complementary paths out of the crisis to 
minimize the environmental impact of growth by overlooking 
the possibility of climate change other problems of cost and 
implementation [7]. 

No matter the pro-growth-man or anti-growth-man [8], 
“we have lived with a deep-seated belief that life will get 
better, that one should hope for abundance, and work toward 
obtaining it [9]. Despite the previous work noted above, behind 
this obvious but diffi cult question remains unclear: what exactly 
is the alternative of economic growth in the future? Therefore, 
the objective of this paper aims to answer the question if and 
how a process of economic growth can materialize from within 
a new agrobased society. So far these sociological insights 
and ideas have been remarkably absent from the scientifi c 
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main driver of global environmental changes outside the stable 
environmental state of the Holocene. Proposed by Crutzen and 
Stoermer [18], the Anthropocene proposed that we are now 
living in a new geological epoch of the age of humans, which 
is believed to begin “at around AD 1800 or the beginning of the 
Industrial revolution” [19]. 

It is a far-reaching economic transition from agricultural 
economy, characterized by low productivity and stagnant 
growth of agricultural economy, to industrial revolution with 
developed productivity and continuous growth. In the pursuit 
of wealth and prosperity, mankind’s production modes have 
been fundamentally changed by machine production and 
factory systems. With the coordination of systems and rules, 
machinery application pushed by fossil fuels have released 
production capacity. This industrial capital paradigm of “Great 
Transformation” has swept the world like a whirlwind [20]. 
As the fi rst industrial society, Britain was the richest and most 
powerful country in the world. During the century of the 19th 
century, the production of raw coal in Britain increased by 20 
times, the production of pig iron increased by 30 times, and the 
import of raw cotton increased by 30 times [21]. 

Although both its scientifi c legitimacy and broader 
social meaning are still being discussed, the concept of the 
Anthropocene has attracted public and scholarly recognition 
in recent years [6]. Beyond academia, the Anthropocene is a 
popular concept and umbrella term for the understanding 
of environmental crises [22]. The entry of mankind into 
an industrial society is a great leap of human history. With 
the increase in productivity, a huge amount of wealth has 
been created; at the same time, earth-shaking changes 
have undergone in social politics, economies, cultures, and 
technologies. In the 250 years after the industrial revolution, 
the types of products produced and consumed increased from 
less than 1,000 to nearly 10 billion. According to the statistics in 
October 2017, there were 598 million products sold on Amazon.
com alone [23]. 

The industrial society has created a miracle of economic 
growth by ignoring its impact on natural environment and 
resources. During the Holocene, environmental change 
occurred naturally and Earth’s regulatory capacity maintained 
the conditions that enabled human development. In industrial 
society, largely because of a rapidly growing reliance on fossil 
fuels and industrialized agriculture, human activities have 
reached a level that could not keep Earth in the desirable 
Holocene state. The result could be irreversible and, in some 
cases, abrupt environmental change, leading to a state less 
conducive to human development [24]. In less than three 
centuries, the industrial society has achieved great success; at 
the same time, it is also facing severe crises, such as resource 
shortages, environment degradation, and unsustainable 
development. 

A paradigm shift from degrowth to agrobased growth 
based on entropy theory 

According to the second law of thermodynamics, a closed 
thermodynamic system is what exchanges no matter and no 

discussion about the substitution of agrobased society for 
industrial society, it is a through abandonment of capitalism 
and the establishment of a new paradigm of growing economy. 
This paper consists of three parts. After a brief introduction, the 
inevitability of substitution of agro-based society for industrial 
society is given in section 1, which provides the theoretical 
backbone for the claims made in this article; section 2 outlines 
the feasibility of substitution of agrobased society for industrial 
society because it is unlikely that material use will be reduced 
if the economy grows within classical paradigm of capitalism, 
a shift of growth mode based on foundation of technical and 
society will ensure the feasibility of social transformation. 
Then it is followed by a brief conclusion. 

The inevitability of the substitution of agro-based so-
ciety for industrial society

Ecological crises resulted from a paradigm shift of 
agricultural holocene to industrial anthropocene: After a long 
period of long-term collection, fi shing and hunting society, 
human beings began to breed plants, and thus entered the 
primitive agriculture stage. Beginning about 100 000 years ago, 
a later but even more profound impact of humans on fauna 
was the domestication of animals [10], and this continued 
“into the Holocene with horses, sheep, cattle, goats, and the 
other familiar farm animals. The concomitant domestication of 
plants during the early to mid-Holocene led to agriculture” [11] 
“Agriculture appears to have originated at least 15,000 years 
ago, with the domestication of pigs in Mesopotamis, where rice 
was cultivated by humans in China as far back as 13,500 years 
ago; sorghum was domesticated in Africa 7,000 years ago, 
and maize was grown 6,000 years ago in Mesonamerica. Food 
surpluses were a result of farming domesticated species, and 
this empowered the development of human civilization” [12]. 

Although it is very short in the entire human history, 
development of agricultural society is a landmark in human 
history as human beings have evolved from food collectors to 
food producers with stable and continuous supply. Without 
agriculture, there would be no human civilization [13]. Without 
pressure from humans, the agricultural Holocene is expected to 
continue for at least several thousands of years [14]. in which 
prosperous human civilizations arise, develop and thrive.

It has proved that early agricultural development around 
the mid-Holocene fundamentally affected the functioning of 
the Earth System [15], the clearing of forests for agriculture 
about 8000 years ago and irrigation of rice about 5000 years 
ago led to increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
methane (CH4) concentrations [16]. It is undoubted that the 
human imprint on environment may have been discernible at 
local, regional, and even continental scales, but preindustrial 
humans did not have the technological or organizational 
capability to dominate the great forces of nature, the planet’s 
environment has been unusually stable for the past 10,000 
years [17].

It is believed that the advent of agriculture remains an 
intriguing but unproven beginning of the Anthropocene [11]. 
Since the Industrial Revolution, a new era has arisen as the 
Anthropocene [17], in which human actions have become the 
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energy with its environment [25]. Therefore, “matter is subject 
to irrevocable dissipation just as available energy is continuously 
transformed into unavailable energy” (Smith and Smith, 1996 
p.310). While the ability of the human species to transform the 
planetary environment has reached an unprecedented scale 
and magnitude in the past few decades (Jonsson, 2015), the 
development of industrial civilization has approached its limits 
[26]. In recent years, the world economy has been “fragile, 
unbalanced and trapped by risks” and is facing the threat of a 
new mediocre era (Rajad, 2014) that has maintained low growth 
for a long time. Even a world with zero population growth and 
a steady state economy at current consumption levels is not 
sustainable in perpetuity [25], because resource exhaustion in 
a fi nite period is inevitable because nonrenewable resources 
tend to irretrievably dissipate. This has pushed scholars to 
think about the Anthropocene age with supposed scarcity of 
ecological space [1]. 

One important concept is what Lakatos [27] has called a 
research programme of the paradigm of degrowth, which tries 
to expose the impossibility of exponential economic growth 
in a fi nite world and to outline alternative trajectories for 
social development as a rational cognition that the productive 
economy of industrial society is approaching the earth’s 
carrying limit. Actually, it was during the mid- to late-1970s 
that the word Décroissance, the French word for degrowth, was 
fi rst mentioned in the work of Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, he 
proposed that even a world with zero population growth and 
a steady state economy at current consumption levels is not 
sustainable in perpetuity because nonrenewable resources 
tend to irretrievably dissipate [28]. Although degrowth has 
not been an activist slogan until after 2000 [29], the fi nancial 
and economic turmoil recently on top of the ever-present 
environmental problems has invigorated doubts about the 
deep-seated anthropocenic idea that prosperity depends on 
economic growth. Before the fundamental adjustment of the 
growth paradigm, the degrowth trend seems inevitable [30], 
its ultimate aim of degrowth is the so-called ‘steady state 
economy’ [31]. 

The idea of degrowth sounds simple to halt or slow down 
economic growth in order to bring economies back within 
an ecological limit [17]. Due to the radical consequences of 
canceling out economic growth, degrowth raises questions 
about its practical feasibility [32]. The industrial economy 
has come to the “tech plateau” where the air is thin, and the 
global economy has entered and will continue to be in an era 
of “Great Stagnation”. Where the society should go? Agrobased 
society is expected to substitute for industrial society. Since 
the Industrial Revolution, the consumption level of global 
resources, especially non-renewable mineral resources, has 
risen sharply. “Industrial societies as a rule use four or fi ve 
times as much energy as did agrarian ones, which in turn 
used three or four times as much as did hunting and gathering 
societies” [11]. 

Schrodinger [33] have pointed out that a living organism 
does not need just energy but also low entropy, which it sucks 
from the environment and degrades into high entropy (waste). 

This continuous fl ow of low entropy maintains the biological 
body in good order and also supports all activities of the 
organism. According to the Entropy Law, degradation of the 
resource base, the transformation of useful matter and energy 
into unavailable matter and energy is a unidirectional and 
irrevocable process. “Therefore, entropy may be seen as the 
ultimate physical basis of scarcity. The inability to reuse matter 
and energy in conjunction with fi nite sources of matter and 
energy implies the existence of a physical barrier to maintain 
an economic system in a stationary state” [34]. 

“Perhaps no other law occupies a position in science as 
singular as that of the Entropy Law. It is the only natural law 
which recognizes that even the material universe is subject to 
an irreversible qualitative change, to an evolutionary process” 
[28]. According to Arthur Eddington, the law that entropy 
always increases-the second law of thermodynamics-holds, 
which has played an important role in justifi cation for the idea 
that economies have limits to growth [35]. If entropy is an 
index of the amount of available energy relative to the absolute 
temperature of the corresponding isolated system [36], all of 
these considerations are closely tied in with the concepts of 
order/ disorder, and of entropy. Surprisingly perhaps, even 
information content can be defi ned in terms of order/ disorder 
and therefore of entropy[37]. According to Clausius, an 
isolated system can exchange neither energy nor matter with 
its outside environment. In 1850, German physicist Rudolph 
Clausius discovered that it is impossible to transfer heat from a 
low-temperature object to a high-temperature object without 
causing other changes. If this direction is reversed, it needs to 
consume energy or cause other changes. This is the famous 
second law of thermodynamics. On the basis of this theory, 
Clausius created the word entropy. Entropy is a basic parameter 
that characterizes the state of matter, and its physical meaning 
is a measure of the degree of chaos in a system. Within closed 
systems, entropy should be maximized and disorder should 
reign [33]. When the entropy reaches its maximum value, the 
entire system reaches the most disorderly equilibrium. The 
energy of the universe is constant. Therefore, the entropy of 
the universe tends to a maximum [36]. 

“Closed systems exchange energy but no matter with their 
environment” [35]. For a closed system, its entropy must 
increase over time. If entropy is regarded as an index of the 
amount of unavailable energy in a given thermodynamic system 
at a given moment of its evolution, “the entropy of a closed 
system continuously increases toward a maximum”, “life 
seems to evade the entropic degradation to which inert matter is 
subject [28]. “The origin of life should not be seen as an isolated 
event. Rather, it represents the emergence of yet another class 
of processes whose goal is the dissipation of thermodynamic 
gradients’’ [38]. Living systems are characterized to increase 
access to energy sources, and/or increase the effi ciency of 
currently employed energy transformation processes [39]. 
Since entropy law is about energy, it can be extended to 
matter only by analogy, “negetropy can be imported as the 
earth imports energy from the sun [40]. In the spatially 
open systems, plants and forests are subject to two opposing 
gradients: the thermodynamic degradation gradient and the 
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incoming solar radiation gradient. Solar radiation provides the 
energy necessary for these systems to oppose thermodynamic 
degradation. “Life is an emergent phenomena created by 
the constant infl ux of solar radiation which maintains living 
systems in a non-equilibrium state” [41]. 

Agricultural production is a process of entropy reduction. 
“Some organisms slow down the entropic degradation. Green 
plants store part of the solar radiation”, “all other organisms, 
on the contrary, speed up the march of entropy. Man 
occupies the highest position on this scale, and this is all that 
environmental issues are about” [28]. In 1943, Schrödinger 
said in a speech, “all things in nature tend to change from 
order to disorder, that is, entropy increases. Life needs to 
constantly offset the positive entropy generated in its life 
to maintain itself at a stable and low level of entropy. Life is 
based on negative entropy.” In the following year, Schrödinger 
elaborated his theory in “What is Life”, which played a leading 
role in the development of modern biology marked by DNA. 
Scientists generally believe that life phenomena are highly 
ordered, and life reduces its internal entropy. Prigogine [42] 
regards life form as a “dissipative structure”, an open system 
far from equilibrium, which can exchange matter and energy 
with the outside world, thereby making it possible to realize 
the original disorder to order. The process of state evolution 
can maintain this process by dissipating matter and energy. 

Without life, the earth will still fall into an endless loop 
of entropy increase. Humans move more earth and produce 
more reactive nitrogen than all other terrestrial processes 
combined [43]. “The crux of the argument revolves around the 
treatment of material resources. This is because the entropy 
law as a physical principle applies only in a closed system 
and then only to energy. However, since the earth is an open 
system with respect to energy any inevitable entropic decay or 
dissipation in the earth which sets a long-run physical limit 
on economic activity must occur for matter, not for energy” 
[40]. On the earth as an open system, agricultural activities 
can “exchange both energy and matter with the environment” 
[35]. Agriculture plays an important role from the perspective 
of entropy reduction. 

New paradigms provide either a new, but constrained, 
reality, or an improved view of the old reality [41]. Agro-
based society is a breakthrough in the inability of industrial 
society to sustain its own contradictions. Instead of mechanical 
forces to complete production tasks, agro-based production 
methods have four main characteristics: one is to use biological 
processes as much as possible; the second is to make full use 
of bio-energy instead of fossil energy; the third is to replace 
various minerals with biological materials; the fourth is the 
production process, that is, the metabolic process. Waste 
can be decomposed in the second metabolism, which is an 
environmentally friendly production method. Therefore, 
the substitution of agro-based society for industrial society 
provides a profound basis for the sustainable development of 
human economic society. The production of agro-based society 
is mainly realized through the life process. As the life process 
cycles, these substances eventually have realized the cycle. 

Therefore, as long as the environment where life is located 
has not undergone major catastrophes, production will be 
sustainable by virtue of entropy reduction. 

The feasibility of substitution of an agro-based society 
for an industrial society

Technological advancements providing basis for the 
substitution of agro-based society for industrial society: 
“Over the past several decades’ rapid advances in transport, 
energy, agriculture, and other sectors have led to a trend of 
dematerialization in several advanced economies. The amount 
and value of economic activity continue to grow but the amount 
of physical material fl owing through the economy does not” 
[11]. The signifi cance of the Entropy Law in understanding the 
economic process has long been maintained by Georgescu-
Roegen [22,45] . Economics processes are non-reversible. The 
economic process with biological systems that are entropy-
reducing and together with their environment contribute to the 
inevitable rise in the entropy of the universe [46]. The entropy 
argument was fundamentally fl awed, and the limits to growth 
has not gone without challenge [34]. “Sooner or later, the 
productivity of oil will rise out of sight, because the production 
and consumption of oil will eventually dwindle toward zero, 
but real GNP will not”( [7]. There are further technological 
opportunities because worldwide energy use is equivalent 
to only 0 05% of the solar radiation reaching the continents 
[47], which plays an important role in reducing the pressure 
on the Earth System. Economic systems are highly evolved 
ecosystems that have harnessed a new substrate – knowledge 
– that enables them to extend their organized complexity and, 
correspondingly, their dissipative potential [48,49]. In addition 
to the many opportunities for energy conservation, numerous 
technologies are available now or under development to replace 
fossil fuels [50]. Although all thermodynamic laws, unlike 
most other natural laws, express an impossibility [36], the 
technosphere could supersede the biosphere in the future [9]. 

Proponents of the entropy law as a physical constraint 
on economic growth must show that it applies to matter as 
well as energy. The advancement of science and technology 
has made the production methods and fi nal products of 
modern agriculture greatly different from those of traditional 
agriculture. Since the 1950s, the scientifi c community has 
gradually deepened the research on cells and the genes that 
control the genetic characteristics of cells. Gene recombination 
and cell fusion technologies can more effectively allow 
organisms to produce substances needed by humans, thereby 
agricultural products. New varieties and new technologies 
continue to emerge, different new technologies are promoting 
the progress of agriculture, especially life sciences and 
biotechnology. Bill Gates thought as early as 1996 that 
“biotechnology will change the world like computer software.” 
With the help of biotechnology, farmers in the future will 
produce most of the items and raw materials needed by 
mankind in the fi eld, such as rice, vegetables, fruits, meat, 
and even fuels, medicines, building materials, sensors, chips, 
etc.. The rapid development of biotechnologies in recent years 
has attracted widespread attention from the whole society and 
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at the same time provides more possibilities for agriculture. 
According to scholars’ statistics, there were 40 Nobel Prizes in 
Chemistry related to life sciences in 1901-2001, accounting for 
more than 1/3 [51]. There were 8 Nobel Prizes in Chemistry from 
2002 to 2016 related to life sciences, accounting for more than 
1/2. 2018 was the year of biotechnology, and 8 scientists were 
awarded three natural science prizes, 4 of which were Related 
to the development of biotechnology. The new crown epidemic 
in 2020 has further provided a catalyst for the development 
of biotechnology. More and more people believe that the 21st 
century is the century of biotechnology, and the achievements 
of biotechnology are changing the state of agriculture and 
promoting social progress. 

As a science of artifacts, “the capacity to produce has been 
augmented by the capacity for information transfer” [9]. At 
present, all countries attach great importance to the development 
of biotechnologies, and some developed countries and emerging 
economies have issued corresponding policies. In 2012, the 
United States released the “National Bioeconomy Blueprint for 
the United States Supporting the Bioeconomy”. The European 
Union listed in “Innovation to Achieve Sustainable Growth: 
Bioeconomy in Europe”, including genetically modifi ed crops, 
forestry, fi sheries, biopharmaceuticals, and new Molecular 
entities, biomarkers and genetic testing, as well as key areas 
such as biofuels, biochemicals, industrial enzymes for raw 
material production, biosensors, bioremediation, resource 
extraction and biorefi ning; in 2014, the OECD determined 
the structure of the biological industry The three main sub-
industries of the country are biomedicine, bioagriculture and 
bioindustry [52].

Environmental awareness providing social basis for the 
substitution of agro-based society for industrial society

Postmaterialist-value change is inadequate for explaining 
global environmentalism [53,54]. Although improved 
technology is essential for mitigating global change, it may not 
be enough on its own, changes in societal values and individual 
behavior will likely be necessary [55]. “Technology changes 
the future, but so do ideas. Ideas drive technology, and also 
drive the values that we choose to carry from past through 
the present, conserving or reforming them for the future. We 
are at a hinge point in our history, reevaluating how we value 
nature and human nature” [9]. “Whether we accept it or not, 
human beings now shoulder the responsibility of planetary 
management; once the planet was larger than us, but it no 
longer is [56]. Celebrated in a Ecomodernist Manifesto, a 
dozen and a half international environmental leaders have 
advocated “an ecologically vibrant planet” [57]. Surely this 
modern humanism will treasure ecosystem services. But these 
ecomodernists anticipate what they call decoupling. By this 
account, we need to be increasingly high tech to save nature 
[58]. 

Rockström [26] argues that there are nine planetary systems 
on which humans have exerted profound impacts. These can be 
seen by analysis of chemical pollution, climate change, ocean 
acidifi cation, stratospheric ozone depletion, biogeochemical 
nitrogen-phosphorus cycles, global freshwater use, changing 

land use, biodiversity loss, atmospheric aerosol loading. 
Since the Industrial Revolution, in three of these systems 
the boundaries have already been exceeded: biodiversity loss, 
climate change, and the nitrogen cycle [9,17]. By examining the 
“rational man” and “value-neutral measurement” theories of 
neoclassical economics from different perspectives, scholars 
have a new understanding of the anthropocentrism tendency 
and the paranoia of rational measurement, and they believe that 
the analysis of “cost-benefi t” The curve should be given new 
variables in the development of economics in the future (Bryant 
J., 2008). The overall environmental factor cannot be ignored in 
the economic decision-making of human beings to maximize 
the benefi ts. To pursue a better and quality life, environmental 
ethics is promoted by a large numbers of persons. The concept 
of ecological civilization has been developed by Ye in 1987 for 
the fi rst time. From the perspective of ecological philosophy, 
he pointed out that ecological civilization means that mankind 
benefi ts both nature and man. It protects nature while 
transforming nature and maintains a harmonious and unifi ed 
relationship between man and nature [59]. With the frequent 
occurrence of environmental problems in the later stages of 
industrial society, the ecological awareness of the whole society 
has been signifi cantly improved. “Ecological modernization 
theory posits that advanced industrial nations can foster 
environmental improvements and economic sustainability 
through adjustments in production and consumption habits” 
[60]. “What we call ‘saving the Earth’ will, in practice, require 
creating and re-creating it again and again for as long as 
humans inhabit it” [61-66]. 

Brief conclusion

As humans has entered into Anthropocene, the negative 
impact of humans on environment is unprecedented. 
Sustainable development has been proved the only way of 
human society without feasible paths. Agrobased society, 
in which almost all demands of human can be supported by 
agriculture, will be an inevitable, necessary and feasible option 
of the society after industrial society. Abrobased society is a 
through abandonment of capitalism with a shift of growth 
paradigm based on development of biotechnologies; and more 
importantly, social environmental awareness will ensure 
the feasibility of social transformation. The substitution of 
agrobased society for industrial society is an evolutionary 
result of Negation of Negation, it is a negation of materialized 
industrial society. Meanwhile, the substitution of agrobased 
society for industrial society is the inherent requirements 
for a sustainable carbon cycle, a feasible alternative mode for 
breaking through the resource shortage of social development, 
the inherent requirements for alleviating the environmental 
pressure of social development. Meanwhile, the substation 
is a feasible option because the society has established the 
technological basis and social foundation for an agricultural-
based society to replace an industrial society. 
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